Inverted repeats (IRs) and trinucleotide repeats (TNRs) that have the potential to form secondary structures in vivo are known to cause genome rearrangements. Expansions of TNRs in humans are associated with several neurological disorders. Both IRs and TNRs stimulate spontaneous unequal sister-chromatid exchange (SCE) in yeast. Secondary structure-associated SCE events occur via double-strand break repair. Here we show that the rate of spontaneous IR-stimulated unequal SCE events in yeast is significantly reduced in strains with mutations in the mismatch repair genes MSH2 or MSH3, but unaffected by a mutation in the nucleotide excision-repair gene RAD1. Non-IR-associated unequal SCE events are increased in both MMRand rad1-mutant cells; however, SCE events for both IR-and non-IR-containing substrates occur at a higher level in the exo1 background. Our results suggest that spontaneous SCE occurs by a template switching mechanism. Like IRs, TNRs have been shown to generate double-strand breaks (DSBs) in yeast. TNR expansions in mice are MSH2-dependent. Since IR-mediated SCE events are reduced in msh2 cells, we propose that TNR expansion mutations arise when DSBs are repaired using the sister or the homolog as a template.
INTRODUCTION
Unusual DNA sequences or structures promote genetic instability. Inverted repeats (IRs) and trinculeotide repeats (TNRs) are examples of such sequence arrangements. IRs are frequently observed at the breakpoints of gross chromosomal rearrangements, such as deletions, translocations, inversions and large inverted duplications (1) (2) (3) (4) . In addition, IRs stimulate homologous recombination (5) (6) (7) . Genomic regions containing TNRs, like IRs, are unstable; the repeated sequences undergo frequent changes in the number of repeats, resulting in either expansions or contractions of the repeat tract (8) . While the expansion of TNR tracts is associated with several human genetic diseases (8, 9) , the mechanisms of TNR expansion are not clearly understood.
Both IRs and several TNRs have been shown to form secondary structures by complementary base pairing within single-stranded DNA (2, 10) . It is generally believed that formation of stem-loop (hairpin or cruciform) structures by intra-strand base pairing in single-stranded DNA is responsible for the genetic instability induced by IRs and TNRs. Such structures can form during normal DNA metabolism. For example, during DNA replication, single-stranded DNA that may be present on the lagging strand may facilitate hairpin formation. Hairpin formation may cause DNA polymerase slippage, resulting in DNA sequence alterations within and/ or near the repeated sequences. The stem-loop structures are also substrates for structure-specific nucleases in vivo, as proposed for the SbcCD complex of Escherichia coli (11) . Consistently, it has been shown that large IRs and long CAG-repeat tracts induce double-strand breaks (DSBs) in yeast (5, 7, 12, 13) .
The formation of secondary structures by TNRs and IRs also compromises DNA replication in vitro, and in vivo studies indicate that disease-associated TNRs attenuate the progression of the DNA replication fork (14) (15) (16) (17) . Stalling of replication at secondary structures may facilitate transient dissociation and reassociation of the replication fork. During reassociation, the nascent strand, instead of pairing with the parental template, may pair with the sister-chromatid or the homolog, resulting in a homologous recombination event.
Alternatively, the secondary structure can be cleaved by structure-specific nucleases; the resulting lesion is repaired when replication restarts via recombination using the sister or the homolog as a template. Consistently, it has been shown that both IRs and TNRs stimulate spontaneous mitotic unequal sister-chromatid exchange (SCE) in yeast (18) . IR-stimulated SCE events are dependent on genes that are required for DSB repair, suggesting that these SCE events occur via DSB repair. It has been proposed that DSBs are generated by cleavage of secondary structures that are formed in single-stranded DNA during DNA replication (18) .
In the previous study (18) , DSB repair involving sister chromatids can lead to both equal and unequal SCE (19) . During DSB repair, the broken ends must be processed to generate single-stranded DNA containing a free 3 0 end. The single-stranded tails then invade the intact homologous chromatid and prime DNA synthesis, using the invaded DNA as a template. Any non-homologous DNA present at the 3 0 end must be removed for proper annealing and subsequent replication initiation. Proteins that remove non-homologous tails at the 3 0 end include the mismatch repair (MMR) proteins Msh2 and Msh3, and the nucleotide excision-repair (NER) proteins Rad1 and Rad10 (20) .
It is believed that Msh2/Msh3 binding to duplex DNA with 3 0 non-homologous tails stabilizes the intermediate, and allows the Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease to cleave the 3 0 tails. No other proteins in the MMR pathway or the NER pathway are necessary for removal of the non-homologous tails (20) . During IRassociated SCE, if the break occurs within the IRs, then the unequal SCE events will be dependent on the Msh2/Msh3 and Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease activities to remove the nonhomologous DNA from the 3 0 tails. In this report we show that IR-stimulated SCE events are MSH2-dependent, but RAD1-independent. Our results suggest that most IRassociated genome rearrangements occur through a common step that is MSH2-dependent.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Yeast strains and plasmids
Yeast strains (Table 1) were derived from AS13 (18) and YB163 (21) . The construction of DNY380 and DNY393 are described previously (18) . In DNY strains, the sisterchromatid recombination substrate was inserted within the ARG4 locus. YB163 strain has been described previously (21) . The sister-chromatid recombination substrate in the YB163 strain was inserted at the TRP1 locus. All genetic manipulations were carried out following standard procedures. The msh2-Tn10LUK7-7-mutant allele was introduced into the chromosome using the plasmid pII-2::Tn10LUK7-7 (22) . This plasmid was digested with SpeI before introducing into yeast to release the 9.6 kb fragment, which was separated by gel electrophoresis. The msh3, msh6 and mlh1 alleles were introduced into the chromosome, using pEAI88, pEAI108 and pEAI105 plasmids, respectively. pEAI88 was digested with EcoRI, pEAI108 with EcoRI and SphI, and pEAI105 with Asp718 and SphI, respectively, before transformation. The pEAI plasmids were kindly provided by Eric Alani (Cornell University, Ithaca, NY). The rad1 allele was introduced using plasmid pDG18, where the RAD1 coding sequence is replaced by the URA3 gene. The exo1-disruption (exo1::URA3) plasmid p245 was kindly provided by Kirill Lovachev (Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA). The construction of p245 is described previously (23) . p245 was digested with HindIII and Asp718 before transformation.
Genetic analysis of unequal SCE
Spontaneous SCE rates were determined by the method of median, as described in Nag et al. (18) , except that the colonies were counted after 7 days of incubation at 30 o C (Table 2 ). For each strain more than three independent rate calculations were performed, and the significance was determined by Student's t-test. HO-induced DSB-initiated SCE events were measured using a galactose-inducible HO gene. pGHOT-GAL3, containing the HO gene under GAL control (21) , was introduced into wild-type, msh2 and rad1 mutants by selecting for Trp + transformants. After growth in minimal media lacking tryptophan (CSM-TRP), cells were diluted in the ratio of 1:10 in YPLactate and incubated for a minimum of 12 h. At a density of 10 7 cells/ml, glucose or galactose was added to a final concentration of 2%, to either repress or induce the expression of HO endonuclease, respectively. HO endonuclease digests the 117 bp HO-cut site present at the BglII site in his3-D3 0 (21). After 2 h, cells were plated directly on YPD medium for viability and on SC-HIS to measure recombination. Colonies appearing on YPD medium were replica plated on SC-TRP to measure the number of Trp + colonies containing the pGHOT-GAL3 plasmid.
RESULTS
IR-stimulated SCE events are RAD1-independent but MSH2-dependent
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This study other the 3 0 end (his3-D3 0 ), and there is shared 508 bp homology should between the two deletion constructs ( Figure 1 ). An unequal SCE will generate a wild-type HIS3 gene, thereby allowing the cell to grow on minimal medium lacking histidine. To determine the effect of IRs on SCE, a 140 bp palindromic sequence was inserted within the region of homology in the his3-D3 0 construct (18). IR-stimulated SCE events occur by DSB repair. If DSBs occur within the secondary structures that are formed involving various extents of the IR, then the 3 0 end, after DSB formation and exonucleolytic processing, will contain nonhomologous tails that must be removed, if a wild-type gene is to be generated by unequal SCE. Since Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease, aided by the Msh2/Msh3 complex, removes the non-homologous ends, we expect that IR-stimulated SCE events that generate His + cells will be Msh2-and Rad1-dependent. To determine the roles of Msh2 and Rad1 in unequal SCE, we introduced msh2-or rad1-mutations into our strains containing either a control SCE substrate (his3-SCS control ) that has an insertion of non-repeated sequences containing the HO-cut site within the region of homology in the his3-D3 0 construct, or the IR-containing substrate (his3-SCS pal140 ).
The rate of SCE for his3-SCS control in rad1 cells was 6-fold greater than the wild-type rate (P < 0.0001), while the rate for his3-SCS pal140 in the rad1 background was increased by only 1.4-fold (P ¼ 0.015) ( Table 2 ). In the msh2 background, the SCE rate for his3-SCS control was increased 2.6-fold relative to wild-type cells (P < 0.0001); however, the rate for his3-SCS pal140 was nearly 2-fold reduced (P < 0.0001). Our results suggest that there forms several recombinogenic lesion during the course of normal DNA metabolism that are repaired by Rad1. To generate IR-stimulated unequal SCE events, either there is a Rad1-redundant function that eliminates the nonhomologous tails from the free 3 0 end, or the generation and subsequent processing of DSBs at IRs occur by an as-yet unidentified mechanism.
Only Msh2/Msh3 of the MMR system is required for IR-stimulated SCE Since IR-stimulated SCE events are MSH2-dependent and RAD1-independent, it is possible that DSBs at IRs are generated with the help of MMR proteins. Most of our knowledge on MMR comes from extensive studies in E.coli, which employs three dedicated proteins: MutS, MutL and MutH, in addition to a helicase, single-strand binding protein, four exonucleases, polymerase and ligase (24) . MMR is initiated 
Msh2/Msh3 may bind to the hairpin loop, and then generate a nick in the secondary structure with the help of an endonuclease that may or may not be part of MMR. To determine the role of MMR genes in IR-mediated SCE, we introduced mutations in MSH3, MSH6, MLH1 and PMS1 genes in our strains containing the SCE substrate (his3-SCS control or his3-SCS pal140 ) and then measured SCE rates in each strain.
Relative to SCE rates in wild-type cells, the SCE rate for the control substrate in msh3 was increased 1.8-fold (P ¼ 0.003), whereas the rate for the IR-containing substrate in msh3 cells was reduced 2-fold (P < 0.0001) ( Table 2 ). In msh6, however, the rates for both substrates remain nearly the same as the corresponding rates in the wild-type strain. In the pms1 and mlh1 backgrounds, the SCE rates for the his3-SCS control were significantly increased (P < 0.05), but not to the level observed in the msh2 background. The rate for his3-SCS pal140 remained unaltered in both mlh1 and pms1 backgrounds ( Table 2 ). These results suggest that only the Msh2/Msh3 complex is required for IR-stimulated SCE events.
The exo1 mutation increases the rate of spontaneous SCE for both the control and the IR-containing substrate
Another component of the MMR pathway that is also required for DSB repair and recombination is the 5 0 -3 0 exonuclease Exo1 [reviewed in ref. (25)]. Exo1 physically interacts with Msh and Mlh complexes and is believed to play a structural role in MMR (25) (26) (27) . In addition, Exo1 is known to process stalled replication forks (28) . Since Exo1 is involved in processes that modulate SCE and, since the rate of spontaneous SCE is significantly reduced in the msh2 background, we investigated whether the exo1 mutation would alter the rate of spontaneous SCE for the IR-containing substrate. At the same time, we determined the rate of spontaneous SCE for the control substrate in the exo1 background.
The rates of SCE for both the control substrate and IRcontaining substrate were increased by 4-fold in the exo1 background compared to wild-type cells (Table 2 ). In our SCE assay, DSBs generated at the IR can also be repaired by single-strand annealing that requires excessive degradation by an exonuclease such as Exo1. It is likely that in the absence of Exo1, the DSBs that are normally repaired by single-strand annealing events are channeled into the SCE-repair pathway, resulting in an increase in the rate of SCE. Alternatively, the increase in SCE events may reflect the failure to restart the stalled replication fork in exo1 cells.
Unequal SCE events due to HO-induced DSBs are MSH2-independent
Since IR-stimulated SCE events are reduced in msh2 cells, we wished to determine whether non-IR-mediated DSB-induced SCE events are also MSH2-dependent. We tested whether HOinduced SCE events are MSH2-dependent. If Msh2 is required for repair but not for the generation of DSBs, then HO-induced DSB events would be MSH2-dependent. Alternatively, if Msh2 is required before DSB formation, then HO-generated SCE events will be MSH2-independent. Since the AS13 strain is Gal À , we measured frequencies of DSB-initiated SCE in YB163 and in congenic rad1 and msh2 strains, containing the plasmid (pGHOT-GAL3) with galactose-inducible HO. In the YB163 strain, the sister-chromatid recombination substrate, which is identical to the control substrate used in experiments described above and contains the HO-cut site within the his3-D3 0 fragment, was inserted within the TRP1 locus. The rate of spontaneous SCE for the control substrate in both YB strains and DNY strains are similar (18, 21) .
In the wild-type background, unequal SCE frequency increased 12-fold after HO induction (Table 3) . In rad1 and msh2 cells, the SCE frequencies were increased 12-and 14-fold, respectively, after HO induction, suggesting that DSB-initiated SCE that occurs after HO induction requires neither Msh2 nor Rad1; Msh2 is required for the IRstimulated events at or before the DSB formation stage. 
DISCUSSION
Several outcomes are possible, when a replication fork has stalled at a secondary structure generated by an IR. First, replication stalling may facilitate slippage of the replication fork, resulting in a deletion, or else it may cause template switching, resulting in a homologous recombination event.
The template switching or slippage of the replication fork may occur between sequences with microhomologies (e.g. 2-8 bp), when a large sequence homology is unavailable (2) . Second, the replisome may disassemble at the pause site, allowing the newly synthesized strand to become the loading site for recombination proteins. Finally, a DSB may occur at the pause site due to cleavage of the secondary structure by a structure-specific nuclease. Several recent studies suggest that most IR-associated rearrangements are due to cleavage of secondary structures and subsequent repair of these DNA lesions (4, 5, 7, 18) . A DSB may also occur due to fork collapse. Consistently, it has been shown that the slowly replicating regions generate a high level of DSBs in certain yeast mutants (29) . In mammalian cells, genomic regions known as fragile sites often break when DNA replication is perturbed. Several chromosomal translocations have breakpoints within the fragile sites. In yeast, regions containing large IRs behave similarly to fragile sites in mammalian cells, causing an elevated level of chromosomal translocations via homologous recombination between repeated sequences (4). The results described here demonstrate that IR-stimulated unequal SCE is significantly reduced in msh2 and msh3 cells. None of the other MMR proteins, tested in our assay, is required for IR-associated SCE events. IR-stimulated ectopic recombination is also 2-to 4-fold reduced in the msh2 and msh3 backgrounds, but remains unaltered in msh6 cells (30) . These results suggest that all IRinduced DSB-associated chromosomal rearrangements go through a common Msh2/Msh3-dependent step and that IRassociated translocation events are likely to be inefficient in the msh2 background.
Haber and colleagues studied the effect of the presence of non-homologous DNA ends on DSB repair and they showed that the repair efficiency is reduced, but not eliminated, in rad1 and msh2 backgrounds (31) , suggesting that there is a MSH2-and RAD1-independent process that can remove nonhomologous tails from the broken end. Our results are different from previously published observations in two ways: first, IRstimulated events were reduced only in the msh2 background (Table 2 ), but not in rad1 cells. Second, HO-mediated DSBs also generate non-homologous ends that must be removed to generate His + cells by unequal SCE. These events are both RAD1 and MSH2-independent (Table 3 ). These results suggest that a Rad1/Msh2-independent process removes HOgenerated non-homologous ends, and that DSBs at IRs are processed or generated by a Msh2-dependent pathway.
The genetic requirements for spontaneous unequal SCE for his3-SCS control suggest that spontaneous SCE events with the his3 substrate do not occur via DSB repair (18, 21) . However, spontaneous SCE for his3-SCS control was significantly increased in all MMR-mutants tested, except msh6. It is possible that one mechanism of spontaneous SCE is template switching (Figure 2A) . Although the his3 sequences in our system may not contain any strong replication-pause site that would generate DSBs, they may contain weak pause sites sufficient for template switching. Alternatively, spontaneous SCE events occur by single-strand gap repair. Generation of His + cells by template switching or single-strand gap repair would require the formation of a large loop (Figure 2A ), which must be preserved until the next round of replication. Such loops are normally repaired by NER and MMR proteins (32) . The rate of spontaneous SCE was increased in rad1 and MMR-deficient backgrounds, suggesting the formation of a loop as an intermediate during unequal SCE. An increased rate . A DSB formed due to nicking of the secondary structure within the triplet repeat sequence may be repaired by an intra-chromosomal single-strand annealing-like event, leading to contraction of the repeat tract. The hatch marks represent the repeated units.
of unequal SCE in msh2/msh3 cells, which is involved in loop repair, and in other MMR-deficient cells including exo1 (Table 2 ) supports this conclusion. Interestingly, SCE rates for both the control substrate and the IR-containing substrate were increased by 4-fold in the exo1 background ( Table 2 ), suggesting that exo1 cells generate a high level of SCEinitiation events with both substrates. Exo1 is known to process stalled replication forks (28) . It is possible that unprocessed fork leads to a higher level of template switching for the control substrate, and produces a higher level of DSBs at the IR-generated secondary structure.
Although rad1 increases the rate of SCE for his3-SCS control , the rate is much higher than that in the MMR mutants, suggesting that Rad1 deficiency in loop repair generates several recombinogenic intermediates that are resolved via sisterchromatid recombination, resulting in a higher level of SCE. Both IR-and HO-induced SCE events are Rad1-independent (Tables 2 and 3 ), suggesting that Rad1 is required neither for generation nor for processing of DSBs at IRs. The SCE rate for his3-SCS pal140 in the msh2/msh3 background was reduced by 2-fold. It is possible that IR-stimulated SCE events occur by template switching and DSB repair. Only the DSB repair events are MSH2-dependent. In the absence of DSBs at secondary structures, stalled replication forks are processed by channeling into the template switching pathway.
Like IRs, CAG repeats stimulate unequal SCE in yeast (18) . While IRs increase SCE by 10-to 12-fold, the TNRs increased SCE by only 2-fold. One explanation for the observed difference between IR-and TNR-simulated SCEs is that DSBs formed within the TNR-generated hairpin structure are repaired by intra-molecular single-strand annealing events ( Figure 2B) . A minor proportion of DSBs are repaired via SCE. This model is consistent with the observations that most tract-length alterations in yeast are contractions, and that long CAG-repeat tracts also act as fragile sites in mitotic yeast cells (13) . It has been proposed that expansions occur when replication-associated DSBs in TNRs are repaired using either the sister-chromatid or the homolog as a template (18) .
Studies with human patients have indicated that TNR expansions arise via multiple DNA transactions during both meiosis and mitosis (33) . The effect of MMR on TNR instability has been extensively studied in model systems (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . Expansion mutations in mice are Msh2-dependent, and only the Msh2/Msh3 complex is required for expansion (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) . In vitro, Msh2 has been shown to bind hairpin structures containing TNRs (42) . One proposed role for Msh2 is that it facilitates expansion by binding, and thus stabilizing the hairpin structure that may form during DNA damage repair (38) . Since secondary structure-associated DSB repair events are decreased in the msh2 background [(30), and the data described above], it is possible that Msh2 binds at the secondary structure, generated by IRs and TNRs, that is formed during various DNA transactions, and then recruits an endonuclease to generate a nick in the stem-loop structure. Alternatively, Msh2 may recruit an exonuclease to the DSB site for processing of the broken ends.
In summary, we provide here the genetic evidence that the MMR proteins promote chromosomal rearrangements, and that a MSH2-dependent step exists in all IR-induced DSBassociated chromosomal rearrangements.
